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The answer to this question is straightforward – there is no becoming in space-
time because all events of spacetime exist equally, whereas becoming presupposes
that the future does not exist (the very expression “the future” already presupposes
absolute simultaneity in contradiction with relativity).

Despite this logical clarity there have been renewed attempts to find a way
to reconcile the notions of becoming and flow of time with spacetime physics.
Recently, Ellis, Christian, and Sorkin [1-4] have offered versions of C. Broad’s idea
of a growing block universe proposed in 1923 [6].

The recent versions of the growing block universe claim (excluding Ellis) that
they do not allow any form of preferred structure. However, I do not see how
this claim can be supported if it is explicitly assumed that the existence of physi-
cal bodies is absolute.1 The hypersurface (no matter how complex its shape may
be) on the edge of the growing block universe, on which the birthing (or coming
into being) of events happens, constitutes an objectively privileged hypersurface
(because existence is absolute!) and therefore an objectively privileged (preferred)
reference frame. Then it is evident that the growing block universe model also con-
tradicts relativity (to avoid the misconception that modern cosmology introduces
a preferred reference frame, see the explanation of the meaning of such a frame in
[7], for example).

As we are now marking the 110th anniversary of the publication of Minkowski’s
lecture ”Space and Time” [8] in 1909, which presented the novel ideas of the four-
dimensional physics of spacetime, I think any proposals for introducing notions
such as becoming and flow of time in spacetime physics should first explain what is
wrong with Minkowski’s arguments for the reality of spacetime (= block universe);
as far as I am aware, for 110 years they have never been seriously challenged, let

1To avoid the inescapable introduction of a preferred reference frame by the growing block
universe, Christian insists in his paper [3] that existence should be relativized. I will show
that relativized existence is incompatible with spacetime physics; moreover, it contradicts the
experiments that confirmed the twin paradox effect.
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alone refuted. I will summarize Minkowski’s arguments and will show that they
have in no way been weakened by quantum physics (or by any attempts to create
a quantum theory of gravitation).
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